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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The  whole  framework  of  this  research  is  explained  by  this  section.  It  included 

research  background,  research  problem,  research  question,  research  objective, 

research scope, research contribution, and also research outlines. 

1.1 Research Background 
 
Lavishness or extravagance merchandise have been consistently on the climb, evidently 

persistently. Regardless, the genuine thought of having something expensive or more 

unmatched than the individual close by put away some work to skim as something engaging. 

Current lead would in like manner suggest it is a training that is a result of run its course. 

Luxury stock are things at the most raised completion of the market similar to quality and 

cost. Checking yet not confined to adventures like vehicles, decorations and watches, dress 

and frivolity clothing, excellence care items, wines and spirits, fragrances, and travel stock 

have been on an upward market-regard move for quite a while.(Sharda & Bhat, 2019)  

 

The possibility of luxury is constantly changing and this makes it difficult to design a far and 

wide importance of excess brands. The current paper plans to propel the cognizance of luxury 

brand importance as per a buyer perspective. In particular, this paper investigates buyers' 

perspective on excess brands reliant upon how much they accomplice various properties to 

luxury brands. A colossal degree concentrate in the Flemish piece of Belgium reveals three 

components of luxury brand meaning: an expressive element that suggests the domination of 

excess denotes, an extraordinary utilitarian element that insinuates premium quality and an 

important energetic element that implies remarkable jazzy perspectives. Besides, the current 

assessment perceives three buyer segments (for instance incredible, expressive and mixed 

piece) that differ from each other for the importance they join to these provisions of excess 

brand meaning. The incredible piece accomplices excess brand importance with both 

essential useful and astonishing excited viewpoints, while the expressive section accomplices 

luxury brand significance with the expressive element, rather than with extraordinary 

components. The third piece, mixed assembling, thinks both expressive and stunning 

elements of excess brand importance ought to be accessible before a brand can be 

masterminded as luxury brand.  
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Also, the current assessment extends past divisions by giving an unmistakable profile of the 

bits. In particular, this assessment shows that the viewpoints are differentially related to both 

individual qualification factors and various pieces of individual thriving (for instance 

certainty and adverse consequence). Premium and luxury brands are brand structures 

depicted by execution organization in their part and by a phenomenal, thing express major 

and additional benefit.  

 

Premium und luxury brands can state more prominent expenses for their things and 

organizations than brands with practically identical generous limits. The component 

"exorbitant expense", regardless, is a delayed consequence of the maximum tasks and 

significance which premium and lavishness brands pass on dependably and without 

compromise. 

 

The luxury stock industry is from an overall perspective world class, which is portrayed by 

the most first rate things yet more often with extreme expenses and once in a while the 

availability is confined accessible (Merker et al., 2018)This industry continues to create as 

the presence of globalization lessens the limits between countries, allowing the association to 

broaden its associations over countries. The excess product industry market goes from 

individual items, convenience, fine wines and spirits, lavish cooking and first rate food, 

creative work best in class furniture and housewares, to transportation like lavishness 

vehicles, individual extravagance planes and luxury voyages (Ko et al., 2019). The singular 

excess product which join apparel, scents and excellence care items, cowhide items and 

embellishments, similarly as watches and decorations (Brun & Castelli, 2013)has a value of 

281 billion euros with a predictable exchange speeds of 6% (Ko et al., 2019) 

 

As demonstrated by (“Erratum: Sugihara Junior et Al. 2018,” 2020)luxury brand is 

recognized as the main degree of prestigious brands that give various kinds of physical and 

mental characteristics. Lavishness stamps consistently suggests prevalent grade, costly and 

unnecessary work and items which purchaser saw as novel, particular, elevated, and certified 

that similarly give huge levels of agent and energetic worth. Thusly, luxury brands are upheld 

with a more over the top expense through more astounding, in which the unreasonable 

expense shows that there is a qualification between mass things and lavishness items (Gilson 

et al., 2014)Considering the business areas of lavishness items referred to over, the singular 

luxury stock consolidate plan. 
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Regardless, the consequences of luxury style are not confined to articles of clothing and 

shoes, yet furthermore scarves, glasses, packs, ties, wallets, and belts (Salem & Chaichi, 2018) 

 

The general revenue for luxury things became 5% with the appraisal of €1.2 trillion of each 

2018 (Ko et al., 2019)continuing, the singular excess things also has been ceaselessly 

extending for a serious long time, achieving US$308 billion worth close to the completion of 

2019 (Jones, 2020). Even more expressly, the pay from luxury configuration part came to 34% 

of the excess product pay in 2019 and the overall lavishness style market is depended upon to 

yearly augmentation by 6.6%  (Statista, 2020). The plan business can be considered as most 

likely the best ally of monetary turn of events. It has been filling rapidly according to 

globalization, especially with its dynamic distinction in designs. Generally, lavishness stock 

are connected with high society people contemplating its expense, in any case, with the 

development of pay and changes in lifestyles nowadays, more people are buying luxury items, 

especially excess things with more sensible expenses. 

The moving improvement of lavishness marks due to globalization as one of the engaging 

components in introducing clients to western lifestyle all through the planet. The persevering 

buyer transparency needs to help incredible things and organizations all through the planet, 

recollecting for Indonesia. The creating business area of buyers buying luxury stamps in all 

stores is extending. A luxury brand makes the customers satisfied ward on utility and socio-

mental prerequisites (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999)By and large, lavishness brands are centered 

around for the extraordinary luxurious market by staying aware of (Granot et al., 2013). 

According to (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999)luxury brand is associated with the prominence 

level going from upmarket, premium, and luxury.  

 

Nowadays, Indonesian customers are not simply stressed over the fundamental prerequisites 

(physiological necessities), yet what is more the prerequisites of luxury brands (Zulkarnain, 

2015). In like manner, the use of excess things in final quarter 2016 extended by and large 

(Boston Advising Social event, 2016). Ahead of time, the standard excess things markets are 

Europe and America; this is on the grounds that the greater part of extravagance things one 

passed on in Europe and America. In any case, the sumptuousness thing affiliations need to 

expand their market additionally in Asia, particularly in Indonesia. In any case it, Indonesia 

regardless called the quickest country in term of money related new development (Petcu, 

2012).The extension in average compensation in Indonesia is one of the responsibilities 
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which gets the message out with regards to Indonesia as the speediest country in term of 

money related turn of events (Petcu,2012). 

 

Clients of richness things are typically cost persevering, so they are not genuinely worry 

about the value. Notwithstanding, there are such countless courses of action or markdown 

occasions for extravagance things in Indonesia. The occasions are every year held by some 

extravagance retail outlets in Jakarta (Square Indonesia, Thousand Indonesia, Pacific Spot). 

A portrayal of those sort of occasions are Luxury Stamped Arrangement in Court Indonesia 

(29 June – 1 July 2016) and Overall Checked Arrangement in Brilliant Indonesia(Candra & 

Abadi, 2018) 

 

Our own models for 'luxury' join a particular exceptionalness, perfect craftsmanship, high 

inventiveness, and refinement. It is typically something or an experience that is astoundingly 

and amazingly great, crucial, and heavenly. Under everything, we have added the thoughts of 

ethics, viability, validity, and significance to our guidelines. The term 'luxury brand' implies 

different things to everyone. Honestly, the words 'lavishness' and 'brand' are just probably as 

backwards as east and west. For insiders, the immense hole is primarily established on the 

creation cycle. Precisely conveyed items will reliably be seen as a lesser lavishness than 

exceptional pieces made by pro trained professionals or gifted laborers . 

 

As a matter of fact, currently made fine China, for instance, Wedgwood could address the 

advancement of the combination term, 'excess brand'. In any case, we would talk about 

excess product, style names, luxury houses, or lavishness retailers. Around the completion of 

the 1980s, various luxury marks had followed the strategies of the Parisian style originators – 

Pierre Cardin and Yves St. Laurent – to allow their names across different endeavors across 

the world, and had fundamentally formed into the cross variety term 'lavishness brand'. They 

were as of now moreover fighting in the mass market. A lavishness mark with an excess 

picture was at present applied to precisely conveyed objects, similar to aromas and shades, to 

scale and deliver tremendous pay. This activity, consequently, sponsored the luxury picture 

building experiences.  

 

This massification prepared for industrialized more respectable option brands, as Ralph 

Lauren, to duplicate the haute luxury houses in each and every shallow component, including 
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the 'draftsman name' – yet without the inventive capacity, particular quality, expertise, and 

significance of the master in-the-house 'excess' model.(Fionda & Moore, 2009) 

 

This massification prepared for industrialized more respectable option brands, as Ralph 

Lauren, to duplicate the haute luxury houses in each and every shallow component, including 

the 'draftsman name' – yet without the inventive capacity, particular quality, expertise, and 

significance of the master in-the-house 'excess' model.(Fionda & Moore, 2009) 

Cultural Trends 
Globalization, an elusive marvel that has been getting an enormous proportion of thought 

over the latest twenty years, can be portrayed as a constant cycle by which regional 

economies, social orders, and social orders are ending up being more joined through 

monetary, social, mechanical, political, social, and various reciprocity{Formatting Citation}. 

For the lavishness brand industry, the huge result of globalization and multicultural effects as 

head of the committee has been a creating energy for overall luxury brands (for instance 

Louis Vuitton and Gucci) by customers in Asia, BRIC, CIVETS and other non-mechanical 

countries {Formatting Citation}. In light of this example, the customer base for excess things 

is ending up being even more socially widened, bringing new opportunities and troubles for 

the heads of lavishness brands. (Site improvement and Buchanan-Oliver, 2015) 

"Asia is not a homogeneous entity. More importantly, Asian countries are increasingly being 

traversed by the cultural currents that permeate the region: cinema, music and fashion trends 

that today transcend national borders to capture the imaginations of millions of people. In 

addition, branding and brands do not operate in a vacuum, but are closely linked to 

developments in society, people and culture." (Roll, M., 2006, p.9) Indonesia, which has the 

same characteristics as other Asian countries, are composed of many cultures resulting the 

development in society of the flow of luxury brands.  

In the era of consumerism in Indonesia, in which an ideology that makes a person or group 

carry out the process of consuming or using goods produced in excess, unconsciously and 

sustainably, sustainable the purchase of goods is only based on desires and does not consider 

needs. As in accordance to (Gerke 2000) Consumptive behavior and lifestyle are processes 

that have historically been constructed in social life. Lifestyle is a social expression that is 

consciously and deliberately developed to represent the position of individuals and social 

classes in society. This development consumtive lifestyle may be driven by the hedonistic 

lifestyle which being the current issue in Indonesia.  
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This hedonistic lifestyle of generally defined as mid-20s and older in Indonesia, with a desire 

for luxury is what results in the presence of consumer vanity. Consumer vanity in most cases 

is the buyers who inclined to have am impulsive purchase of luxury goods, where on the 

perception by having luxury goods will rise a pride of their physical appearance and 

accomplishments and leads to the arrogance, nature of boasting many product and service 

developments.  

Consumer vanity is a strong urge received by consumers to consume branded and luxury 

goods oriented towards the appearance of a luxury brand. Furthermore (Workman and Lee, 

2013) stated that in this wide world, his research says that purchasing decisions for branded 

items can be triggered by vanity related concerns and views. 

In the world of fashion, there are many brands with luxury stamps in the international world. 

Those luxury brands such Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Guide, Burberry, Aigner, Versace, Chanel, 

Prada, Hugo Boss, and Hermès are really big considerable to be owned by most young adult 

in Indonesia. The consumption of luxury goods is like an obligation for a lifestyle to be 

owned. In Indonesia, a high lifestyle has become an impulsive activity. In a research 

conducted by (Taviono, 2016) there is a positive and significant relationship between a brand 

minded lifestyle and the tendency to buy fashion products in teenagers where the higher the 

brand minded lifestyle in adolescents, the higher the tendency of adolescents to make 

impulsive purchases with a value of r = 0.669 indicating a significant interpretation in this 

relationship. 

This is a matter to understand that Indonesian buyers are more likely to make purchases that 

are not actually expected due to the impulsive lifestyle, hence an impulsive buying happens 

spontaneously and reflectively accompanied by a sudden desire to buy a certain product 

(Gasiorowska, 2011). However, goes in line over the decades, this luxury fashion label has 

seen an increase in sales. It is exciting to see LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton, the 

world's largest luxury company, complete a decade of sustained sales growth in 2019 (WSJ, 

2020). LVMH recorded sales of 59.1 billion dollars in 2019, representing a 15% increase 

over last year, while organic revenue growth was 10% (Fashion United, 2020) Therefore, the 

researcher aimed to rise an isue “the role of vanity from consumer and the effect of mediating 

of brand consciousness and brand image in luxury fashion goods consumption in Indonesia”  

1.2  Research Problem  
The hedonistic lifestyle in Indonesia creates impulsive purchases of luxury goods where these 

purchases are not really needed and necessary by consumers, this is one result of the role of 

consumer vanity. Therefore, , this research is conducted to examine whether the role of 
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consumer vanity and mediating effect is important to consumers in Indonesia before they 

make a purchaseof luxury fashion goods. More Specifically, this research aimed to deeply 

examine the luxury fashion goods consumption in Indonesia, based on platforms at 

Indonesian market. The research is based on the brand focus approach on the global luxury 

fashion brand that is used as the key to create the brand image in Indonesia. 

  

1.3  Research Objective 
1. to find out the correlation between arrogance and the attitude towards brand 

2. to find out the correlation between attitude towards brand and the purchase intention 

3. to find out the correlation between brand consciousness and attitude towards brand 

4. to find out the correlation between Vanity and arrogance 

5. to find out the correlation between vanity and attitude towards brand 

6. to find out the correlation between vanity and brand consciousness 

 

1.4  Research Questions 
1. How is the correlation between arrogance and the attitude towards brand ? 

2. How is the correlation between attitude towards brand and the purchase intention? 

3. How is the correlation between brand consciousness and attitude towards brand? 

4. How is the correlation between Vanity and arrogance 

5. How is the correlation between vanity and attitude towards brand? 

6. How is the correlation between vanity and brand consciousness? 

 

1.5  Research Scope  
This research has a limited scope in the following conditions: 

a)  This research is conducted in Indonesia. 
b)  The research discusses vanity, mediating effect, influence on luxury consumption 
and brand consciousness 
c)  Respondents in this research were young consumer with well-acquainted with 
luxury fashion brands and in everyday life are more exposed to today's dynamic 
lifestyle. 
d)  Luxury consumption but different vanity level, such as physical vanity and 
achievement vanity 
e) this research focused on the fashion brand of Louis Vitton as the luxury brand 
f) the respondents of this research should be those who spent Rp. 2.900.000 per month 
for their secondary costs  
g) the respondents of this research should be those who are in 18-31 years old and 
have ever bought a luxury fashion item 
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The criteria above are a modification of further research where the advice from 

previous research conducted Nikita Sharda , Anil Bhat (2019) by is to conduct 

research on varying levels of vanity and its influence on luxury consumption. 

1.6 Research Contribution  
This research contributes to the following general views and practical implications, as 
follows: 

1. Theoretical Contribution 

In this examination, it is relied upon to make commitment in hypothetical manner which 

ready to give a more extensive openness of the factors utilized dependent on the exploration 

model, which are purchaser vanity and intervening impact of brand awareness, and different 

factors, just as the more profound cognizance of increment the picture of the brand, where 

this examination is a copy of past research that has been finished. In this exploration, one 

worldwide extravagance design brand was carried out as guide to get a more profound 

arrangement and more exact outcomes. This exploration will fill in as a kind of perspective 

for additional examination on worldwide extravagance brand dependent on brand awareness. 

Hence, it is trusted that the composition of this theory examination could become or utilized 

as a source of perspective for additional exploration in marking. 

 

2. Practical Contribution 

In this conducted , it is relied upon to contribute essentially which can be a reference for 

promoters in openness to Brand Consciousness and Brand Image to expand the goal of 

purchasing, so items can be made in the personalities of shoppers that will urge buyers to 

pick worldwide extravagance style brand, and furthermore become a reference for worldwide 

promoters in making a worldwide item showcasing procedure in numerous nations and 

particularly Indonesia which is the area of this exploration. 

1.7 Research Outline  
Altogether, the systematic outline of this research consists of five chapters. Each chapter is 
organized as follows: 
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION 
The discussion and explanation in the main part incorporates a prologue to the subjects 
brought up in this examination and it is trusted that perusers will get it together of the 
exploration being done. This section comprises of exploration foundation, research issue, 
research question, research objective, research scope, research commitment, and furthermore 
the deliberate 
 
CHAPTER II - LITERATURE REVIEW 
Writing  identified with past research by past analysts is talked about in the subsequent part. 
This section gives the hypothetical foundation of every factor and the relationship of factors. 
In this part, there is additionally the theoretical structure of the exploration speculation.  

 
CHAPTER III - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The third part will give the research methodologies used to inspect and gauge the connection 
between factors which comprise of kinds of exploration, research plan, and the technique for 
information assortment.  
 
CHAPTER IV - DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The fourth chapter comprises of the research results followed by a conversation of 
exploration investigation. This part utilizes factual assessment to discover the connection of 
the connection between factors in this exploration. The aftereffects of the discussion will give 
answers to explore questions and give research summary. 

 
CHAPTER V – CONCLUSION 
The fifth chapter is the last section of the exploration which contains a synopsis of the 
research and the execution of the research exploration, conversation on suggestions for future 
research upgrades, limits of the examination, and finish of the research. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


